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Although in the contemporary philosophy of mind ma-

terialism (physicalism) is the dominant direction, many 

philosophers — influenced by intuitively appealing ar-

guments advanced and defended in the last several dec-

ades by Saul Kripke [Kripke, 1972: pp. 334—342], 

Thomas Nagel [Nagel, 1974], Robert Kirk [Kirk, 1974a; 

Kirk, 1974b], Frank Jackson [Jackson, 1982; Jackson, 

1986], Howard Robinson [Robinson, 1982; Robinson, 

2015], David Chalmers [Chalmers, 1996], Martin Ni-

da-Rümelin [Nida-Rümelin, 2007], Peter Goff [Goff, 

2010; Goff, 2011], and others — believe that it is false 

and subscribe to some form of mind-body dualism. 

Dualism branches into two major directions — epiphe-

nomenalism and interactionism. The difference is con-

cerned with the thesis that physical reality is causally 

closed: if any non-physical things or properties exist, 

they cannot influence the course of physical events. The 

causal closure thesis is often appealed to by materialists, 

and some dualists agree — they are epiphenomenalists. 

Conversely, interactionists reject the causal closure the-

sis and contend that the mind, which is non-physical, 

interacts with (influences and is influenced by) physical 

processes in the brain. 

Despite the fact that in contemporary discussions 

the causal closure thesis is very often appealed to, both by 

materialists (against dualism) and by epiphenomenalists 

(against interactionism), it is more often taken for grant-

ed than argued for; so the available arguments for it 

(against interactionism) still stand in need of deployment 
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and critical examination. On the other hand, the disadvantages of epiphenomenal-

ism require a fuller account and appreciation. In this paper, I discuss the main ar-

guments against interactionism (for the causal closure thesis) and argue that they 

are far less compelling than it is usually assumed, whereas on the other hand, epi-

phenomenalism has a number of implications that make it unbelievable and self-

defeating; so the outcome is that for a person who find the anti-materialist argu-

ments persuasive, interactionism is the preferable option.

Interactionism and the Causal Closure Thesis
Interactionism is the most common-sense view. We all re-

ally think that the mind interacts with the body. It seems as obvious as anything that: 

1) when my body is injured somewhere, I feel pain; I have images, feel smell 

and taste — these sensations have physical causes (most immediately, some proc-

esses in the brain); I hear speech (air vibration) or read a text (physical configura-

tions of ink on paper), and this influences my thoughts;

2) when I want to do something (motivated by my feelings and thought) I 

move my body, — it isn’t just that the body moves; it is that I (the conscious self) 

move it. 

The first of these two points is admitted by both epiphenomenalists and inter-

actionists; the controversy is about the second. Epiphenomenalists admit causal 

relations only in one direction — from body to mind, not vice versa: it is just an 

illusion that my will (motivated by my thoughts and feelings) moves my body; all 

movements of my body are completely determined by purely physical causes. 

Interactionists (as we all in real life, even epiphenomenalists when not philoso-

phizing) think that causal relations are bilateral: I (thinking, feeling and willing 

conscious self) really move my body because I want it.

Are there good reasons to think that it is an illusion? Many philosophers be-

lieve that there are: physical reality is causally closed; the non-physical (if it exists) 

cannot possibly influence the physical. 

But why it cannot? Arguments to the point are rather thin on the ground, and 

not very difficult to answer. John Beloff finds two arguments that «have often been 

put forward by sophisticated critics», and argues that neither stands up to exami-

nation: «The first, which troubled even Descartes, is that, if mind and matter have 

nothing in common, how can they even interact? Now the implicit assumption 

behind this objection can only be some such principle or axiom as: if A and B are 

cause and effect then A and B must have something in common (over and above 

their belonging to the same causal sequence). The question then arises: is such a 

principle a logical necessity, a necessity of thought? Or is it a universally valid em-

pirical truth? Now, so far as I can see, no logical necessity is involved. For exam-

ple, if an event A never occurred without being preceded by some other event B, 

we would surely want to say that the second event was a necessary condition or 

cause of the first event, whether or not the two had anything else in common. As for 

such a principle being an empirical truth, how could it be since there are here only 
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two known independent substances, i.e. mind and matter, as candidates on which 

to base a generalisation? To argue that they cannot interact because they are inde-

pendent is to beg the question» [Beloff, 1994].

Another objection to interactionism is advanced in the form of the demand to 

explain how the mental can causally influence the physical. The simple reply is 

that on the fundamental level of causality, including any causality within the phys-

ical realm, no answer can ever be given to the how-question construed as the ques-

tion about «the mechanism» of the causal influence; all we can do is to refer to a 

fundamental law of nature to which the causal influence at issue accords. Likewise, 

the epiphenomenalist dualist needs to presume that there are special laws of na-

ture that bridge the physical with the mental, so that physical events in the brain 

can produce mental states. And nothing prevents the interactionist dualist from 

supposing that such psychophysical laws are a two-way traffic road.

Sometimes it is argued that if nonphysical mental events influenced physical 

events in the brain, it would violate the physical laws of the conservation of energy 

and momentum. However, this objection fails to take into account the possibility 

that the mind influences physical processes in such a way that there are changes in 

the distribution of energy and momentum without any change in their total amount.

A number of arguments against interactionist dualism can be found in David 

Chalmers’ book The Conscious Mind [Chalmers, 1996]. Although later Chalmers 

has admitted that the standard arguments against interactionism, including those 

he had advanced in The Conscious Mind, carry little weight (see [Chalmers, 2003]), 

I think that in the absence of better arguments it can be useful to discuss these. For 

it is probable that other philosophers deny interactionism on similar grounds.

1. Interactionism and science generally

Chalmers wrote that interactionism «requires a hefty bet» on the future of 

science that «does not currently seem at all promising». In particular, it concerns 

physics: «physical events seem inexorably to be explained in terms of other physi-

cal events» and cognitive sciences: interactionism «suggests that the usual kinds of 

physical/functional models will be insufficient to explain behavior» [Chalmers, 

1996: p. 156]. 

The plausible reply of the interactionist may be that the bet is quite realistic. 

Nothing in the development of science does guarantee, or even make highly prob-

able, that all physical events inevitably and exhaustively will be explained in terms 

of other physical events. It just as well seems to many that the development of sci-

ence will inevitably lead to an explanation of everything, including conscious-

nesses, in terms of physics — but Chalmers, despite this (and, in my opinion, 

quite rightly), argues that it is impossible. 

As for the realism of the interactionist bet, I am to remark the following.

1) Even if all physical events in the brain were really completely determined 

by other physical events, one could make a bet with confidence that science would 

not succeed in proving this. The brain is so complex a system that it is not, and very 
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probably will never be, practically possible to calculate through all physical interac-

tions in it and to compare the results of these calculations with what actually oc-

curs in the brain. And this is the only possibility to prove that all physical events in 

the brain are really completely determined by other physical events.

2) Likewise, irrespective of whether interactionism is true or false, we can make 

a pretty sure bet that cognitive science will never succeed in developing an ade-

quate, functionally complete model of human behaviour. (An adequate, function-

ally complete model of human behaviour must meet the condition: it is possible to 

make a robot on its foundation and ascertain that in all essential aspects this robot 

behaves as a real human being. Or this may be a computer model — a virtual person 

in a virtual world, so that the virtual world quite adequately reproduces the variety 

and complexity of real-life situations, and we can from the outside assign any real-

life situation we are able to imagine, and this virtual person would behave in all 

these situations as a real human person. I think that the complexity of this task 

exceeds very much all that cognitive sciences will ever be able to accomplish.)

3) Even if such a model were created, this would not prove the falsity of inter-

actionism. The only possible proof of the falsity of interactionism is the calcula-

tion and check as described in 1). It is logically possible (although, from the point 

of view of interactionism, very implausible) that those functions that in a human 

being are fulfilled by the mind can be fulfilled in a robot or a computer by some-

thing else. Even if a computer imitation of consciousness would be so good that its 

functioning could not be distinguished from the functioning of real conscious-

ness, this would not mean that this imitation is consciousness (let us recollect 

J. Searle’s Chinese room). Interactionism does not assert that the functions that 

are fulfilled by the mind cannot in principle be realized differently, without the 

mind, by physical means. It only accepts the assumption that in the human being 

these functions are fulfilled by the mind.

On the above considerations, we may, with pretty good confidence, make a 

bet that the development of science will never refute interactionism — irrespective 

of whether it is actually true or not. An interactionist has even more reasons to make 

such a bet, because he believes (and has weighty reasons to believe) that interac-

tionism is true.

2. Interactionism and quantum mechanics

Let us consider one interactionist hypothesis that Chalmers declines in The 

Conscious Mind. The hypothesis is that the mind interacts with the brain on the 

microlevel, filling (partially) the causal incompleteness that is left by quantum 

mechanics. 

Quantum mechanics says that physical events at the microlevel are not une-

quivocally determined by the preceding physical events and physical laws, that in 

the same physical situation any of a range of possible microevents may happen 

with higher or smaller probability. Thus, one possible way the mind may act upon 

the brain is by influencing the distribution of probabilities of some microevents in 
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the brain (this influence can be thought of as a special physical field dependent on 

the mind). Perhaps, the brain is organized so that a certain set of microevents, the 

probabilities of which are regulated by the mind, causes corresponding macro-

events (in principle, the organization of a complex physical system may be such 

that even a single microevent may trigger one of several possible macroevents, or 

determine whether or not a certain macroevent will happen). 

Chalmers raises two objections to this:

First, «the theory contradicts the quantum-mechanical postulate that these 

microscopic ‘decisions’ are entirely random and in principle it implies that there 

should be some detectable pattern to them» [Chalmers, 1996: p. 157].

The plausible reply of the interactionist may be that the postulate is but a 

postulate. There are no reasons to contend that microscopic “decisions” are al-

ways entirely random. It may be that in the usual conditions (without influence of 

the mind) microscopic “decisions” are really random, but in the conditions of the 

presence of a mind they cease to be purely random, because their statistical distri-

bution is influenced by the mind. Randomness can be regarded as a manifestation 

of the incompleteness of the physical causal determination; thus, we may suppose 

that this incompleteness leaves a place for a non-physical causality by the mind.

Second Chalmers’ objection is that if this hypothesis is correct, then the influ-

ence of consciousness on the statistical distribution of microevents in the brain 

must be such that this essentially influences the behaviour of a person, so that if the 

statistical distribution of microevents were not influenced by the mind but were re-

ally random, the behaviour would be essentially degraded. This supposition «is 

testable in principle, by running a simulation of a brain with real random processes 

determining those decisions» — for example, on some computer model. Chalmers 

suggests that «to hold that the random version would lead to unusually degraded 

behavior would be to make a bet at long odds» [Chalmers, 1996, p. 157].

The plausible reply of the interactionist may be that it is hard to see how 

Chalmers calculated the odds. It is a pity that the supposition on the bet is testable 

only in principle, but hardly will ever become checkable in practice: an exact simu-

lation of a brain with really random processes is so difficult that it is hardly realis-

tic to expect that it will ever be accomplished.

3. «Subtraction» of the phenomenal component

Yet one argument of Chalmers is as follows: «all versions of interactionist du-

alism have a conceptual problem that suggests that they are less successful in 

avoiding epiphenomenalism then they might seem... Even on these views, there is 

a sense in which the phenomenal is irrelevant. We can always subtract the phe-

nomenal component from any explanatory account, yielding a purely causal com-

ponent» [Chalmers, 1996: p. 157].

For example, if we suppose, following J. Eccles [Eccles, 1989: pp. 191—192], 

that there are interactions in the brain between physical elements and psychical 

units, psychons, then all that we need to describe and explain these interactions is 
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their causal dynamics; the fact that psychons have, besides such dynamics, subjec-

tive experiences «is explanatorily irrelevant» [Chalmers, 1996: p. 158].

Supporters of Eccles’ theory could object that it is the intrinsic nature of psy-

chons to be bearers of phenomenal properties (states). However, even if this is so, 

these properties are irrelevant to explaining the interactions of psychons with 

physical elements. For such an explanation, psychons’ intrinsic nature is of no use 

to us; all we need is the causal dynamics of their influences on physical processes. 

Even if this causal dynamics is, somehow, a manifestation of psychons’ latent in-

trinsic nature, this nature is irrelevant to the explanation of the influences on 

physical processes; the intrinsic nature could be any other, or there could be no 

intrinsic nature at all — all that matters is that there was the same causal dynam-

ics. If in the case of a phenomenal zombie (an exact physical and behavioural 

copy of a human being with no phenomenal mind) the same causal dynamics is 

realized by some other elements and processes that have no subjectivity, then, as 

far as the explanation of physical processes (behaviour) is concerned, there is no 

difference between the zombie and the human being.

We can imagine as well that all physical elements, or everything in nature, 

have this internal phenomenal-subjective aspect, and all physical interactions are 

actually accomplished at this level, as interactions between mental processes, 

whereas the physical picture of the world and of causality captures only their caus-

al dynamics, leaving the internal nature off-screen. Chalmers even confesses that 

for him personally such an interpretation (panpsychism) is the most attractive. He 

remarks that this is not quite epiphenomenalism; nevertheless, as far as explaining 

physical processes is concerned, it is equivalent to epiphenomenalism.

Thus, according to Chalmers, there is no way to escape epiphenomenalism 

or such «almost epiphenomenalism» that allows the possibility that, on some 

deep latent level of the «intrinsic nature», mental processes have a causal influ-

ence, but this is irrelevant to the explanation of really observable (physical) caus-

al dynamics.

The plausible reply of the interactionist may be as follows:

1) There is a great difference between epiphenomenalism and the supposition 

that the mind influences processes in the brain and human behaviour. Although 

we can abstract causal dynamics from its bearer (the mind) and imagine some 

other bearer of the same dynamics (or even pure dynamics without any bearer), 

the important fact is that actually it is the mind that is causally efficient with the hu-

man beings. The possibility of abstracting causal dynamics from its bearers does 

not make those bearers causally inefficient.

2) Dualism-interactionism (though not the theory of psychons that just in-

troduces unneeded mediators between the mind (self) and physical processes in 

the brain) has obvious advantages over panpsychism: it does not attribute (proto)

mental properties to all physical elements while having no reasons for this and not 

the slightest idea as to what these elements’ mental states are (or can be) like 

(what is it like to be an electron?) and what these states have to do with physical 
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processes. Dualism-interactionism admits the interaction between the mental 

and the physical only if the following conditions are satisfied:

— the mental (consciousness) is obviously present or we have weighty reasons 

to suppose its presence (in the case of human behaviour and, probably, the behav-

iour of higher animals); 

— we know or conjecture the character of these mental states and processes, 

their content and dynamics;

— the relationship between the mental states and physical processes (behav-

iour) is known or may be conjectured by the analogy with the relationship between 

our own mental states and our own behaviour. 

3) The supposition about the influence of phenomenal properties (mental, 

subjective states) on physical processes (behaviour) is irrelevant for causal expla-

nations only in cases of assuming the existence of some phenomenal properties 

while having no idea as to what these properties (states), their phenomenal structures 

and dynamics are — i.e., in cases like panpsychism or the theory of psychons. 

However, this supposition is explanatorily very fruitful if we (introspectively) know 

or (by making a projection from introspection) conjecture about the phenomenal 

structures and dynamics, and know how they are correlated with the structures 

and dynamics of physical processes — and this is the case with the relationship 

between the human mind and behaviour.

The human mind has its own phenomenal structures and dynamics that we 

reveal introspectively. We know (assume in all real explanations and predictions of 

human behaviour) that these structures and dynamics guide behaviour, and we 

also approximately know what forms of behaviour correspond to certain struc-

tures and dynamics of the mind. As an example, we can take any behaviour aimed 

at the realization of our conscious desires and decisions. Structurally the richest 

example is an expression of our thoughts in speech — oral or written. I say (or 

write) what I think, because I think it and want to say (or write) it.

In fact, the supposition about the influence of the mind on behaviour always was 

and is the only efficient way to explain (understand) and predict human behaviour.

Objections to Epiphenomenalism
For me, epiphenomenalism seems a very extravagant 

theory in which nobody can believe seriously. Nevertheless, Chalmers, even after 

he has raised his estimation of interactionism and admitted that the traditional 

arguments against it are weak, continues to consider epiphenomenalism as one of 

the three (along with interactionism and the Russellian view) acceptable alterna-

tives to materialism.

Epiphenomenalists recognise that the phenomenal mind (subjective experi-

ences, thoughts, desires, and awareness) is non-physical, but they deny its influ-

ence on physical events. They accept the thesis about the causal closure of the 

physical. It only seems to us that our subjective sensations, emotions, thoughts, 

and desires cause our behaviour, but this is merely an illusion. In fact (as epiphe-
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nomenalism contends), our behaviour is entirely determined by purely physical 

causes that simultaneously generate our corresponding sensations, emotions, de-

sires, and thoughts (including the illusion that our consciousness influences or 

causes our actions, the physical movements of our bodies).

I will marshal some known arguments against this view and develop some of 

them.

1) The theory of epiphenomenalism is practically unacceptable: all our con-

scious practical activities are necessarily based on the assumption that our desires, 

plans, and ideas can influence our behaviour (direct our actions toward the 

achievement of our desired purposes) and in this way change the physical world 

accordingly.

2) One of the most interesting and absurd conclusions that follow from epi-

phenomenalism concerns the significance of consciousness in biological evolu-

tion and human history. John Beloff formulated it as follows:

«For an epiphenomenalist, it can be only a brute fact that consciousness su-

pervenes when the cortex of the brain is appropriately innervated. There is no 

conceivable reason why this should happen for it serves no purpose that would 

favour it from an evolutionary standpoint. Nothing whatsoever that makes a dif-

ference to what goes on in the real world follows from the supervenience of the 

mental upon the cerebral. We might just as well have evolved, therefore, as totally 

insentient automata… Moreover, if, at some future time, we were to make contact 

with intelligent aliens from another planet, we would have no grounds whatever 

for assuming that they, too, were conscious, no matter how knowing or sympa-

thetic they might appear to us. For, given the fact that consciousness arose during 

the course of evolution on this planet, no inferences could be drawn with respect 

to evolution on some other planet — it being a sheer fluke that we ourselves hap-

pen to be conscious. Hence, if epiphenomenalism is true, we are forced to con-

clude that, but for this one unaccountable freak in our evolutionary origins, the 

whole of human history could have proceeded exactly as it has done but without 

anyone, anywhere, ever being aware (in the full sense of awareness) of anything 

that ever happened!» [Beloff, 1994: p. 514].

Chalmers discussed a similar objection, «that if consciousness is epiphenom-

enal, it could not have evolved by natural selection» (as it cannot influence an 

organism’s survival in any way), and wrote that epiphenomenalism «has a straight-

forward reply»: «there are fundamental psychophysical laws associating physical 

and phenomenal properties» [Chalmers, 2003: p. 128].

I think this straightforward reply is unsatisfactory in a number of respects.

First, in Beloff’s formulation, the argument is not only about the possibility that 

consciousness arises in the process of evolution by natural selection (in fact, Beloff 

does not directly deny such a possibility). The argument is much more substantial: it 

covers not only biological evolution but also «the whole of human history». Its main 

point is: «Nothing whatsoever that makes a difference to what goes on in the real 

world follows from the supervenience of the mental upon the cerebral».
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Applied to human history, this means that everything would happen in ex-

actly the same way as it has actually happened, if people (subjectively) felt noth-

ing, had no desires, did not think, and had no awareness.

Phenomenal zombies (exact physical copies of human beings), who feel noth-

ing, have no desires, do not think and have no awareness, would write scientific and 

philosophical treatises, novels and verses, symphonies and pictures — exactly as we 

do. A zombie whom other zombies would «name» (without being aware of doing it) 

“Plato” would write all the same philosophical works, with not even a single word 

or letter being different; these works would be «read» and «discussed» throughout 

more than two millennia by many other human-looking zombies although this 

“Plato” and all these numerous readers-zombies would understand absolutely noth-

ing. A zombie named “Einstein”, having no idea of what it is doing and what is hap-

pening around, would leave fanciful configurations of ink on sheets of paper, — and 

if we could compare these papers with the actual Einstein’s manuscripts, we would 

find out, to our surprise, that they are absolutely identical. Other zombies would 

unconsciously print books on which covers we would see (if we could see them) the 

title «Relativity: the Special and General Theory. By Albert Einstein»; these books 

would be outwardly and inwardly exactly the same as the actual Einstein’s books 

that really have been printed. In theatres, zombies-actors would unconsciously play 

roles in performances that would be attended by zombies-spectators; these specta-

tors, although understanding and feeling absolutely nothing, would cry as if deeply 

moved and shout «Bravo! Encore!» as if delighted — exactly as in real theatres...

If «fundamental psychophysical laws associating physical and phenomenal 

properties» really exist, then it is absurd to think that if these laws and, hence, con-

sciousness, did not exist, everything would happen as described in the previous 

paragraph.

Second, epiphenomenalists have no reason to believe that such laws exist. Since 

consciousness does not play any role in the process of evolution, its emergence may 

be something accidental that happened only in the evolution on the Earth. 

We do not know what factors are responsible for the existence of conscious-

ness. So if consciousness does not play any role in the processes of evolution and 

history, then in slightly different conditions the evolution could occur absolutely 

without consciousness and lead to the same results — something very like the 

zombie world described above. So Beloff was perfectly right that if on some fara-

way planet there are beings who have developed a very advanced civilization, cul-

ture, and science (perhaps even more advanced than ours), then, if epiphenome-

nalism is true, we have no reason to think that they have consciousness. Suppose 

these beings have a slightly different organisation of the brain; in this case, even if 

there are laws of nature that associate consciousness with physical processes oc-

curring in the human brain, it would not mean that these laws also generate con-

sciousness in these beings. 

Or maybe no such laws exist: consciousness is a sort of peculiar spiritual virus 

that parasitizes on the physical processes in human bodies but somehow manages 
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not to influence these processes. In this case, if some other planet is inhabited 

with living beings with precisely the same bodily organisation as human beings, 

and they create the same philosophical and scientific treatises, novels, verses, 

symphonies, and pictures, but (it has so happened) there is no such spiritual virus 

on that planet, then these beings are zombies with no consciousness.

Actually, there is no reason to even think that this accidental event peculiar to 

the evolution on the Earth has really happened — that Plato, Einstein and other 

people (with the one and only exception — you, my dear reader) have conscious-

ness. If epiphenomenalism is true, then I (you) have no reason to think that anyone 

besides me (you) has consciousness: perhaps I am (you are) the only conscious being 

in the Universe. This is not a joke, and to see this, we will make a deviation to find 

out why it is reasonable to believe that other people have consciousness.

The Problem of the Existence 
of Other People’s Minds
Why is it reasonable to suppose that other people have 

consciousness? Maybe they all just behave as if they have consciousness but actu-

ally are phenomenal zombies.

We are not to consider as a proper reason a simple analogy of the kind: they 

are very similar to me in other respects, they behave like me; I have consciousness, 

therefore it is likely that they have it too. Such reasoning is obviously invalid. I 

have two feet and two hands, and I am a dualist. Would it be right to draw, by anal-

ogy, the conclusion that everyone who has two feet and two hands is a dualist? 

Also, there is no question of inductive inference (even if there were such a thing), 

because I am (you are) the only person of which I (you) directly know that he-or-

she has consciousness; such a foundation is too narrow.

Nevertheless, I think (and hope you agree) that there are very weighty reasons 

to suppose that other people have consciousness, and they consist of the explana-

tory job that the supposition does.

1) The hypothesis that other people have consciousness is the best of all ways 

known to us to explain and predict human behaviour in different situations. We 

cannot understand the behaviour of other people without this hypothesis. Really, 

you can profess the philosophical theory that all forms of human behaviour are 

just physical and chemical processes in human bodies, but when you need to un-

derstand or predict a concrete behaviour of a concrete person in a concrete situa-

tion, this philosophical theory will not help you at all. You will turn not to physical 

calculations or chemistry but to reasoning based on the assumption that the per-

son has thoughts, feelings, desires, and conscious purposes. The behaviour of a 

person can be understandable and predictable for us only on the basis of (conjec-

tural) knowledge about his feelings, desires, ideas, and thoughts.

2) If we deny the assumption that other people have consciousness, our ex-

planations of their behaviour (in particular, their speech: why a person speaks as if 

he-or-she feels and understands) should parasitize on this assumption. We know 
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too little about the relevant physical (chemical) processes in the body (brain) to 

really explain and predict human behaviour on this basis; therefore, all such “ex-

planations” will be of the kind: in the body of this person, there are biochemical 

processes that determine behaviour as if he has consciousness, feels X, thinks Y, 

desires Z, etc. An explanation that only parasitizes on another explanation is obvi-

ously not a genuine explanation. The genuine explanation is the one it parasitizes 

on — in our case, an explanation based on the assumption that other people have 

consciousness. Admittedly, a non-genuine explanation, which explains nothing, 

may in principle be true, while a genuine one may be false. Although no guaran-

tees of truth exist, it is reasonable to accept a theory that gives a genuine explana-

tion rather than a theory that parasitizes on it.

3) Moreover, without the assumption that other people have consciousness, I 

cannot understand even my own consciousness. I know that my consciousness has 

not always been (from the very moment of my birth) as it is now. It has developed, 

beginning with some rudimentary ability and gradually forming a complex system 

of ideas expressible in language. I know that I have not invented all these ideas and 

language. I have learned language and the largest part of these ideas from other 

people. 1 I understand the meanings of words, statements, ideas, and theories, and 

I have learned these from other people in the process of communicating with 

them. But this is possible only if they themselves understand the meanings of 

words, sentences, ideas, and theories and can convey (communicate) their under-

standing to me. They would not be able to convey this understanding to me if they 

themselves understand nothing. And if they understand something, it means that 

they have consciousness.

4) A traditional argument, in Karl Popper’s formulation: «If we talk to other 

people, and especially if we argue with them, then we assume (sometimes mistak-

enly) that they also argue: that they speak intentionally about things, seriously 

wishing to solve a problem, and not merely behaving as if they were doing so. It 

has often been seen that language is a social affair and that solipsism, and doubts 

about the existence of other minds, become self-contradictory if formulated in a 

language. We can put this now more clearly. In arguing with other people (a thing 

which we have learnt from other people), for example about other minds, we can-

not but attribute to them intentions, and this means, mental states. We do not ar-

gue with a thermometer» [Popper, 1953: p. 105].

Criticisms of Epiphenomenalism Continued
If epiphenomenalism is true, all the above reasons for 

accepting the hypothesis that other people have consciousness are void.

1 Cf.: K. Popper: «When reading Shakespeare, or hearing any of the great composers, or seeing a 

work of Michelangelo, I am very conscious of the fact that those works go very, very far beyond 

anything I could ever produce. But according to the theory of solipsism, only I exist — so that 

in dreaming these works I am, in fact, their creator» [Popper, 1996: p. 107].
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1) An explanation of the behaviour of people by reference to their conscious-

ness makes sense only if consciousness influences behaviour. But epiphenomenal-

ism denies this.

2) Epiphenomenalism means that the parasitic explanation of human behav-

iour is true: people behave in certain ways not because they feel, think, and desire 

something but because the physical and chemical processes in their bodies cause 

such a behaviour that is as if it were caused by their sensations, thoughts, and de-

sires. Yet these processes and behaviour would be exactly the same if people felt 

nothing, did not think and had no desires.

3) Epiphenomenalism means that our learning from other people does not 

depend on their having any ideas and understanding whatever: it has to do only 

with the physical movements of their mouths, tongues, lips, hands (holding and 

moving a pencil), etc., and all these movements occur automatically, quite inde-

pendently of their consciousness. Therefore, the supposition that they have con-

sciousnesses is needless. Whether they have it or not, they would speak and write 

exactly the same; so their having or not having consciousness does not influence 

my learning from them in any way.

4) Epiphenomenalism means that we talk and argue with other people not 

because we think that they understand us and argue with us, communicate their 

thoughts and arguments, etc. but because physical and chemical processes in our 

bodies (whether we want it or not) force our mouths to open and make our tongues 

and throats produce certain movements that cause certain vibrations of air 

(sounds)...

So if epiphenomenalism is true, I (you) have no reasons to think that other 

people have consciousness, and vice versa: if you think that you have good reasons 

to believe that other people have consciousness, you should recognize that epi-

phenomenalism is mistaken.

If epiphenomenalism is true, I (you) have no reasons to believe that other peo-

ple have consciousness (although, certainly, there are some causes that make me 

(you) inclined to such a belief). Or, if I (you) suppose that other people have con-

sciousness, there are no reasons to think that their behaviour corresponds to their 

consciousness so that they speak and write what they think and do what they want. 

Maybe Daniel Dennett, in his conscious mind, is a dualist and is sure that all his 

writings prove the existence of the soul and its influence on the body, while David 

Chalmers, in his conscious mind, is a materialist-eliminativist and believes that in 

his books he proves that consciousness does not exist. All these are but illusions 

produced by some physical processes in their brains, while in fact their hands write 

something quite different. Or perhaps it just seems to me, owing to some physical 

processes, that I am now writing about interactionism and epiphenomenalism, 

while actually my hand is writing some treatise on biochemistry, or perhaps I am 

(my body is) now sunbathing on a beach in Miami. If epiphenomenalism is true, I 

have no reason to think that the ideas that physical reality produces in my con-

sciousness correspond to reality rather than that all these ideas are but illusions.
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There is but one fundamental reason to believe that other people have con-

sciousness and that my and their consciousnesses correspond with our behav-

iours — the assumption that our conscious minds influence our bodies allows us 

to explain or predict a person’s actions in various situations on the basis of some 

knowledge and guesses about what that person feels, thinks, and desires. But if 

there is no causal link from consciousness to behaviour, then there can be no gen-

uine explanatory link. People would behave exactly as they do even if their con-

sciousness was not correlated with their behaviour, or if it was exactly opposite to 

what I am prone to think about it judging by what they do, say, and write, or if 

people had no consciousness at all.

All our ideas about physical reality (besides that it produces feelings and 

thoughts in our minds) also have to be recognised as groundless. All that you know 

about is your mind: what you feel, desire, and think. As far as external reality is 

concerned, if you accept epiphenomenalism, you have no reason to believe it to be 

this or that way, except that it produces your subjective mental states, including 

your ideas about itself. But you have no reason to think that the ideas that external 

reality produces about itself in your mind are (by and large) right, correspond with 

reality, or progress in that direction. Perhaps external reality produces in your 

mind nothing but illusions, including illusions about itself.

The rationality of our ideas about physical reality cannot be based only on the 

supposition that they are produced by this reality. It is based on 

1) our ability to check our ideas by making relevant observations and experi-

ments, — but if epiphenomenalism is right, then we cannot make observations 

and experiments on our will (to do so, our consciousness must be able to direct 

movements of our hands, head, eyes, etc.); 

and 

2) more than anything else, on the intersubjective process of exchanging and 

checking ideas, — but this process is possible only if we are able to communicate 

(orally and through writing) our ideas (the ideas of our consciousnesses) to one 

another, — and this contradicts epiphenomenalism. 

Surely, an epiphenomenalist can believe that physical reality produces in his 

consciousnesses correct ideas about itself, but this would merely be a belief having 

no rational grounds. There is no reason at all why physical reality has to produce in 

our minds correct ideas rather than illusions. Epiphenomenalists have an extra 

reason to think that these ideas are illusions since epiphenomenalism means that 

the idea that our minds influence our bodies — although it is an idea that we are 

all very much disposed to believe and the denial of which seems an outrageous 

absurdity — is just a great illusion produced in our minds by physical reality.

David Chalmers wrote that, in his judgment, «there is no knock-down objec-

tion to epiphenomenalism» [Chalmers, 2003: p. 129]. I am not sure what he means 

by «knock-down objection». But I think that the above arguments are sufficient to 

show that it is unreasonable to accept epiphenomenalism. 
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Thomas Nagel has wisely remarked: «…to create understanding, philosophy 

must convince. That means it must produce or destroy belief, rather than merely 

provide us with a consistent set of things to say…» [Nagel, 2008: p. xi].

I do not deny that epiphenomenalism can be «a consistent set of things to 

say» (and this is the only sense I know in which «there is no knock-down objec-

tion» to it). I wonder if any of those philosophers who advanced and defended 

epiphenomenalism really believed that he writes what he writes not because he 

thinks what he thinks, and not because he wants to write it. Is this not a «knock-

down objection»?

To use Chalmers’ own fair remark, «highly counterintuitive claims … need to 

be supported by extremely strong arguments» [Chalmers, 2003, p. 110]. The claim 

that our minds do not influence our behaviour is counterintuitive to the highest 

degree and is not supported by strong arguments.

In summary, epiphenomenalism has implications that make nonsense of all 

the human purposeful activity and meaningful communication. As it is itself a 

product of such an activity and communication, epiphenomenalism is self-de-

feating. On the other hand, the causal closure thesis, which is usually advanced as 

the main objection against interactionism, is far from indisputable. So on the bal-

ance, for a dualist, interactionism is by far the preferable option. Further research 

and discussion can focus on the specific ways in which mind-body interaction 

may most plausibly occur.
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Дмитро Сепетий

ІНТЕРАКЦІОНІЗМ VS ЕПІФЕНОМЕНАЛІЗМ: 

РОЗМИКАННЯ КАУЗАЛЬНОЇ ЗАМКНЕНОСТІ ФІЗИЧНОГО 

У статті розглядається питання про каузальну замкненість фізичної реальності в 

контексті психофізичного дуалізму через співставлення двох альтернативних дуа-

лістичних поглядів — інтеракціонізму та епіфеноменалізму. Критично обговорю-

ються головні аргументи за каузальну замкненість фізичного (проти інтеракціоніз-

му), сформульовані Девідом Чалмерсом, у результаті чого робиться висновок про 

їхню недостатність. Застосовно до епіфеноменалізму, розкрито ряд вагомих підстав 

для визнання цього погляду незадовільним: він є практично неприйнятним, оскіль-

ки наша свідома практична діяльність необхідно ґрунтується на припущенні про те, 

що наші бажання, плани та ідеї можуть впливати на нашу поведінку, яка складаєть-

ся з фізичних подій; з нього випливає, що уся біологічна еволюція та людська істо-

рія відбувалися б точно так само за відсутності свідомості; його прибічник не має 

підстав вважати, що інші люди мають свідомість та що його уявлення про фізичний 

світ відповідають дійсності. Виходячи з цього робиться висновок, що епіфеномена-

лізм є самоспростовувальним, і що прибічники дуалізму мають дуже вагомі підстави 

віддати перевагу інтеракціонізму.

Ключові слова: ментальний, фізичний, матеріалізм, дуалізм, інтеракціонізм, епіфено-

меналізм, каузальна замкненість.

Dmytro Sepetyi

INTERACTIONISM VS EPIPHENOMENALISM: 

UNCLOSING THE CAUSAL CLOSURE OF THE PHYSICAL 

The paper considers the issue of the causal closure of the physical in the perspective of the 

mind-body dualism. The two alternative dualist views, interactionism and epiphenome-

nalism, are compared. The main arguments for the causal closure of the physical (against 

interactionism), as formulated by David Chalmers, are critically discussed and found lack-

ing. With respect to epiphenomenalism, it is argued that it suffers from several major defi-

ciencies that make it untenable: it is practically unacceptable, because all our conscious 

practical activities are necessarily based on the assumption that our desires, plans, and 

ideas can influence our behaviour, which consists of physical events; it implies that all bio-

logical evolution and human history would be exactly as they are even if there was no con-

sciousness; it leaves its adherent without reasons to believe that other human beings have 

consciousness and that his or her ideas about the physical world have anything to do with 
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how things really are. The conclusion is made that epiphenomenalism is self-defeating and 

that for a dualist, interactionism is by far the preferable option.

Keywords: mental, physical, materialism, dualism, interactionism, epiphenomenalism, 

causal closure.
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